Abstract. Millisecond pulsar can generate another type of time scale that is totally independent of atomic time scale, because physical mechanisms of pulsar time scale and atomic time scale are quite different. Usually pulsar timing observation isn't even sampled, and their data set is sparse, So we use cubic spline interpolation to densify data file and make intervals between data points even, after that we employ vondrak filter to smooth data set and get rid of high frequency noise. We used the latest released NANOGRAV data to generate ensemble pulsar time. Clock difference between pulsar time(PT) and atomic time was got and instability of PT was analysed, RMS of clock difference is 0.056μs, and long term frequency instability of PT(>1year) is better than 4E-15. Results show that instability of PT is comparable to that of atomic time scale.
Introduction
Nowadays high precision time measurement and service is mainly based on International Atomic Time(TAI) and Coordinated Universal Time(UTC), which are obtained from a combination of data from more than 400 atomic clocks kept by more than 70 timing labs, and calculated by BIPM with suitable algorithm. TAI is one version of terrestrial time(TT) generated by BIPM every month, TT(BIPM) is another realization of terrestrial time, which is generated by BIPM with one year long calibration data from primary frequency standards, that makes TT(BIPM) more accurate and stabler than TT(TAI). TT(BIPM) is generated once per year, which makes it inconvenient for real time service, but for pulsar timing observation TT(BIPM) is used as reference time.
Millisecond pulsars(MSP) exhibit excellent long-term rotation stability [1] , which makes it suitable to generate another type of time scale that is totally independent of atomic time scale which is used as time standard worldwide. Physical mechanisms of pulsar time scale and atomic time scale are quite different . PT is also a realization of ideal time scale, which is accurate, stable, and measurable [1] . Accuracy of the best PT is comparable to terrestrial time(TT) in the world [2] , so PT is suitable to be used to detect errors in international atomic time(TAI). The International Astronomical Union(IAU) time commission has started a working group on pulsar time scale, whose purpose is to carry out research on pulsar time scale and coordinate international cooperation in this field. Suitable algorithm for pulsar timescale should be designed especially because pulsar timing observation data is usually irregular and sampling rate is much lower than that of atomic clock comparison. In addition the model and timing noise for pulsar clock are different from atomic clock.
We used the latest released NANOGRAV data set to generate ensemble pulsar time scale, and analysed its instability, also compared its instability with atomic time scale's short-term and long-term instability.
NANOGRAV Data Set
The data set we used in this paper is NANOGRAV's 9 year timing data of 37 millisecond 3rd International Conference on Machinery, Materials and Information Technology Applications (ICMMITA 2015) pulsars [3] , which was observed with GBT and ARECIBO telescopes, detailed information of data set is listed in Figure. 1. PSR B1937+21 is excluded because it exhibits timing noise that is currently uncorrectable and is at a level significantly higher than white noise level. All residuals were generated with TEMPO2 [4] [5] [6] . 
Method
Clock difference between pulsar time(PT) and atomic time(TT(BIPM)) is totally correlated between different pulsars [2] , that means clock difference in different pulsars are exactly same, so we add post-fit residuals of 36 MSP together to decrease the influence caused by other noise such as solar system ephemeris error, interstellar medium and timing noise. But it will increase signal to noise ratio 
In every pulsar's data file, there are bad data points. First we got rid of bad data points whose values are greater than 3 times of RMS(3σ principle). Usually clock difference is mainly composed of low frequency components, so we tried several filter methods(adaptive kalman, vondrak) to smooth observation datas first, results show that vondrak can remove high frequency noise and produce best clock difference data. As shown in Figure. 2 and Figure. 3, 53,000 53,500 54,000 54,500 55,000 55,500 56,000 56,500 57,000 Almost all pulsars have sparse observation datas, and intervals between data points of each pulsar are not even. So we tried several interpolation methods to increase raw residuals data points, we tried polynomial interpolation(linear and quadratic polynomial interpolation) and cubic spline interpolation, results showed that cubic spline interpolation can provide best densified data set.
After all these steps, we got averaged post-fit residuals of 36 pulsars weighted by RMS of each pulsar's post-fit residuals, as shown in Figure. 2.
Because of braking of pulsar rotation, pulsar time has apparent frequency drift rate, so we use overlapping variance to analyze its rotation instability, which uses all 3-sample combination of clock difference data. The most common way to express the time domain instability of a time scale is by means of a sigma-tau plot which shows some measurements of frequency instability [7] . Figure. 5 shows frequency instability of PT, when sampling interval is smaller than 100 days the instability is greater than 1E-14, but when sampling interval is greater than 100 days the instability is smaller than 1E-14 [8] . Result shows that PT has good long term instability, but caused by high frequency observation noises and timing noise the short term instability of PT is not so good. we can tell when averaging time is shorter than 80 days, the main component of noise is frequency flicker noise and random walk frequency noise [7] , we think this is caused by some system noise, such as pulsar rotation disturbance, observation system noise, or dispersion measurement fluctuate. But when averaging time is longer than 80 days, main component of noise is white frequency noise, which is typically observation noise. So in order to increase stability and accuracy of PT, accurater timing noise model, better observation instrument and longer data set are needed.
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